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A significant body of literature addresses the deleterious impact of climate change 

on biodiversity and species extinction. Most research examines the threat to wildlife from 

changes to natural systems, such as alterations in habitat or food availability. However, climate 

change is also likely to increase the frequency of human-wildlife conflict (HWC) as people and 

wildlife in rural areas contend with progressively scarcer natural resources. Long-term increases 

in HWC could undermine the resilience of wildlife-focused community-based natural resource 

management (CBNRM), which relies on participants perceiving that the benefits from wildlife 

outweigh the costs.  

This project uses semi-structured interviews and household-level surveys from four CBNRM 

jurisdictions (called ‘conservancies’) in Namibia’s remote northwest Kunene region, along with 

site-specific historical rainfall records and global projected precipitation changes. The study area 

has been suffering from a prolonged drought, which participants in my study frequently 

attributed as causing increased HWC. My study found that most respondents perceived an 

increase in HWC during the previous 5 years, and that individuals who perceived that were less 

likely to feel that conservancy benefits outweighed wildlife-associated costs. Despite their more 

negative view of the impact of conservancy benefits, those individuals did not evidence any 

diminished short-term support for the conservancy approach, as measured via attitudinal 

questions. However, survey and interview responses reveal several potential structural 

weaknesses of the conservancy model that could undermine the program’s long-term viability if 

these drought conditions become the “new normal” resulting from climate change.   

The management of wildlife resources remains relatively understudied compared to other 

common-pool resources, such as fisheries or forests. My analysis helps develop this body of 

research by analyzing the potential resilience of the approach when faced with climate change 

and the decreased precipitation levels projected across much of the global south. From a practical 

standpoint, I discuss potential vulnerabilities of the CBNRM approach, which can help inform 

policymakers in the design of resilient community-based projects. This presentation bridges the 

gap between the Conference’s ‘Development and Climate Change’ and ‘Biodiversity and 

Conservation’ themes.


